


Kelowna Opium
BEEF VISIONS

Call us and talk to a representative

0800 783 7258

Sire: Newpole ICON Dam: Kelowna INDIGO MGS: Bluegrass CYCLONE Ear Tag: UK562106602607
AI Code: BB1782

Opium is a great addition to our British blue line up. Opium is bred from our breeding programme
combining the heavily proven Cogent sire ‘Newpole Icon’ and Kelowna Indigo making him Maternal
brother to ‘Kelowna Lars’. We expect this bull to provided our customers with good calf quality combined
with calving ease and blue roan calves.

Boomer Birch, Beef programme Manager

Breeder/Farmer



Blackhaugh Lord Highdeal
U917
BEEF VISIONS

Call us and talk to a representative

0800 783 7258

Sire: Blackhaugh IDEAL N369 Dam: Blackhaugh Lady Heather MGS: Blackhaugh Krocus L086 Ear Tag: UK562121 701917
AI Code: AA1770

Highdeal offers a complete package of performance and calving ease . He carries a calving ease and Birth
weight figure in the top 5% of the breed. His pedigree is packed with proven sires that combine short
gestations and high performance. With a Terminal and self-replacing index in the top 10% of the breed we
expect this bull to produce easy born calves with low birth weights that grow and show muscle
development from day 1

Boomer Birch, Beef Programme Manager

Breeder/Farmer



CBL-Valentino V647
BEEF VISIONS

Call us and talk to a representative

0800 783 7258

Sire: Quaker Hill Rampage OA36 Dam: Thomas Miss Jet 4861 MGS: Connealy Consensus 7229 Ear Tag: UK 162206 700647
AI Code: AA1695

CBL Valentino is the third bull to enter the visions programme from our Satellite Herd. He carries an
exceptional set of EBVS ranking in the top 10% for 200, 400, 600 day weights and for terminal indexes. To
complement his outstanding growth Valentino carries a calving ease direct figure in the top 10% of the
breed and a birth weight figure in the top 20% we expect this bull to provide exceptional calf quality with
average birth weights.

For Commercial Use Only

Boomer Birch, Beef Programme Manager

Breeder/Farmer



Newpole Nice One
BEEF VISIONS

Call us and talk to a representative

0800 783 7258

Sire: Newpole Icon Dam: Renouee de St Fontaine MGS: Odilon Van Perenhof Ear Tag: UK 344206300202
AI Code: BB1739

Nice one is the first son to enter the programme from our proven sire ‘’Newpole Icon’’ . Icon was a heavily
proven sire that produced a good quality without sacrificing any gestation length or calving ease. His
dam Renouee was an outstanding female purchased from Belgium for the Newpole herd. Her pedigree
carries proven bulls that consistently transmit muscle and growth to their progeny. Nice one offers an
exciting combination of UK and Belgian genetics. We expect this bull to provided light blue roan calves
that display real quality from birth.

For Commercial Use Only

Boomer Birch, Beef Programme Manager

Breeder/Farmer



Netherhall 1 Matty S098
BEEF VISIONS

Call us and talk to a representative

0800 783 7258

Sire: Wirruna Matty M288 Dam: Wirruna Victoria G7 MGS: Wirruna Daffy D1 Ear Tag: UK103719 503098
AI Code: H9277

 Royalty  Growth  Maternal  Conformation

Matty was selected for his outcross pedigree and easy calving credentials. This bull ranks in the top 5% of
the breed for calving ease and top 20% for birth weight. This bull carries a full Australian pedigree. Sired
by the extremely easy calving Wirruna Matty. His Dam is the famous “Wirruna Victoria G7” who is also the
dam of the renowned AI sire “Wirruna Katnook” . With Terminal and Self Replacing indexes in the top
10% of the breed we expect this young bull to add calving ease without sacrificing any growth of muscle
development.

Boomer Birch, Beef Programme Manager

Breeder/Farmer



Coose Las Vegas PP
BEEF VISIONS

Call us and talk to a representative

0800 783 7258

Sire: Curaheen Evolution (P) Dam: Crackley Iris 92F (P) MGS: Tiset Darwin (P) Ear Tag: 372217613630507
AI Code: SG1334

 Royalty

Las Vegas is a great addition to our portfolio. He offers a combination of some of the best polled genetics
in the breed today. His Dam ‘ Crackley Iris 92F’ has produced several outstanding progeny maintained in
the herd at Coose. She also has sons in AI. Las Vegas models a great set of figures carrying both a five-star
Terminal index (across breeds) and a five-star Maternal index (within the Simmental breed). We expect this
homozygous polled bull to produced small born, well-muscled calves that develop quickly and display
conformation from an early age.

Boomer Birch, Beef Programme Manager

Breeder/Farmer




